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An elementary procedure for obtaining the prolongations of arbitrary G structures is described 
and applied to the affine, projective, Lorentz, conformal, and Weyl structures. Also, the condition 
that a projective and conformal structure be compatible and thereby define a unique Weyl 
structure is discussed from the G-structure viewpoint. Throughout, an invariant notation for jets 
is employed. 

PACS numbers: 04.20.Cv, 02.40. + m 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The geometric structures required for the formulation 
of the constructive axioms of general relativity theory pro
posed by Ehlers, et al. I are the affine, projective, Lorentz, 
conformal, and Weyl structures. 2,3 In this paper, these geo
metric4 structures are all discussed in a uniform manner as 
group or G structures of first and higher order. This ap
proach has a number of advantages. First, G structures are 
naturally described by gauge fields in a way that is described 
below in Sec. 2. Second, the theory of prolongations of G 
structures reveals how a G structure of a given order deter
mines an infinite sequence of G structures of progressively 
higher order and leads to the notion of normal coordinates 
for each type of G structure. Also, the interrelationships of 
the geometric structures are more apparent because the 
groups which characterize the geometric structures playa 
more prominent role in the G-structure approach, a fact 
which also emphasizes the role of symmetry which is of cen
tral importance for spacetime theories. 

The standard approach to the theory of G structures 5-7 

and their prolongations evolved from the analysis of auto
morphism groups of G structures. KobayashiR has given a 
quite readable account of this approach. A very elegant and 
quite thorough presentation of the standard theory of G 
structures has been given by P. Molino.~ 

The theory of G structures may also be subsumed under 
the broader theory of systems of partial differential equa
tions and Lie pseudogroups developed in the work ofSpen
cer, 10 Guillemin and Sternberg, II Important new contribu
tions to this theory have been presented by J. F. Pommaret l2 

in a recent book. Some of the G structures mentioned above 
are discussed therein from this more advanced and general 
but less intuitive perspective. 13 

The presentation given below focuses solely on the de
scription of the above mentioned G structures and the pro
cess of prolongation of these G structures to higher order. 
Although the results obtained are the same as those obtained 
by the standard approach mentioned above, the conceptual 
basis for the prolongation procedure is quite different. More
over, the prolongation procedure used below rests on entire-

'''SUPP()rtl'J in part hy the NCltural Science, anJ Engineering Rc,earch 

Coutlcil of Co\,IlL .. 

Iy elementary considerations which have a vividly intuitive 
interpretation, and it is simple to apply. The procedure may 
be described using either frames or coframes, but it is more 
simply stated using coframes. 

Briefly, if h:U---+R" is a local diffeomorphism of an open 
neighborhood U of a manifold Minto R ", then an n k co
frame at a pointpEMis ak -jetj~ [h - h (p)] for someh, where 
h (p) is the constant function on U with image h (p). Roughly, 
the chart (U,h ) provides an image of the neighborhood U of 
M and the n k coframe atp is the k th order Taylor polynomi
alapproximation to [h - h (p)] at p. It is clear that the Taylor 
polynomial approximation of order k at a pointp determines 
at an infinitesimally near point q the Taylor polynomial ap
proximation of order k - 1 at q to first order in the coordi
nate difference x i(q) - X i( p); that is, an n k coframe at p de
termines an n k I coframe at q. Since a G structure of order 
k - 1 specifies at each pEM an equivalence class of n k I 

coframes, it is clear that a G structure of order k must satisfy 
the constraint that it induce the same equivalence classes as 
the lower order G structure in order to be a prolongation. In 
fact, this simple constraint generates not only the prolonged 
G structure but also the prolonged gauge group which char
acterizes it. This prolongation procedure which rests on the 
notion of approximation to the manifold is discussed more 
fully in Sec. 2, 

In Secs. 3-7, the affine, projective, Lorentz, conformal, 
and Weyl structures are treated. The sequence of present a
tion reflects the increase in algebraic complexity, The affine, 
projective, and conformal structures are prolonged to 3rd 
order, beyond which order no novel features appear for these 
G structures. For the Lorentz and Weyl structures, one may 
stop at 2nd order because these structures define a unique 
affine structure and further prolongations may be made by 
appeal to the results for the affine case. 

In Sec. 8, the condition that a conformal and a projec
tive structure be compatible and hence define a unique Weyl 
structure, a condition originally derived by Ehlers et al. I is 
discussed from the G structure viewpoint. 

Although the prolongation procedure is applied to only 
five G structures in this paper, it may be applied with equal 
facility to any G structure such as symplectic, complex, Her
mitian, and Kaehler structures. Also, one of the authors (Co
leman) and R. Mann 14 have applied the procedure to sub
space G structures of which the Galilean structure is a 
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special case. 
Indeed, the procedure is applicable in more general cir

cumstances; for example, Rogers tS has presented a view of 
supermanifolds in which k jets of mappings are well defined 
and the k jet of a composition is the composition of the k jets. 
Since the constructions needed rest on these properties, the 
theory of super coframe bundles, super G structures and 
their prolongations could be carried through in a manner 
directly analogous to that used for the theory of such struc
tures on ordinary manifolds. 

Throughout the paper, an invariant notation for jets is 
used which is explained in Appendix A. The germ ofthe idea 
behind the notation may be found in the work of Ehres
mann. 16 The notation used for the jet bundles that are em
ployed is described in Appendix B and the notation used for 
the various groups that appear is described in Appendix C. 

2. G STRUCTURES AND PROLONGATIONS 

Let 9 (M ) be a principal fiber bundle with total space 
P (M), base space M, projection 1T P : P (M )-M and structure 
group G; that is, 9 (M ) is the structure 

9(M) = (P(M),1Tp,M, G). (2.1) 
Let H be a closed subgroup of G. An H structure on M is a 
reduction to the subgroup H of the structure group G of 
9 (M). Such structures are in bijective correspondence with 
cross sections of the associated fiber bundle 

9(M)/H = (P(M)/H, 1Tp/H' M, G /H, 9(M) (2.2) 

of orbits under the action of H on elements of P (M). In the 
original context, 9 (M) was the principal bundle oflinear 
frames and the closed subgroup of the structure group 
G ~ (=GL(n)) was denoted by G rather than H. 

An H structure on M given by a cross section of the 
bundle (2.2) specifies an equivalence class of H related ele
ments of P (Mp ) for every pEM. Since equivalence classes are 
difficult to work with, the cross section a:M -P (M )I His 
represented by a family of local cross sections au: U-P (U) 
such that 

't/ PEU, au(p)Ea(p). (2.3) 

Moreover, if au, and au, are any two such local cross sec
tions such that UlnUz =ft/>, then there must exist a cross sec
tionpt2:UtnU2-(UtnU2)xH such that 

't/pEU1nU2, au,(p) = au, (p)opdp)· (2.4) 

The transformation (2.4) is a local gauge transformation. 
Note that it is an active transformation and not a passive 
coordinate transformation. For a given computation, it is 
often convenient to work with a particular local cross section 
au· Such a representative is usually selected by imposing a 
gauge-fixing condition which amounts to choosing a par
ticular set of coordinates for the coset space G / H. Such con
ditions are coordinate dependent because the local trivializ
ing maps depend on the chart (U,x). Suitable examples of 
such conditions will appear below in the analysis of the var
ious G structures. 

The relevant principal bundles for the analysis of space
time G structures and their prolongations are the bundles of 
frames or coframes of order k. While the prolongation pro
cedure used in this paper can be stated either in terms of 
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frames or coframes, it is more natural to use coframes. The 
bundle of n k coframes is denoted by 

7('k*(M) = (Hk*(M), 1T
H

k.' M, G~). (2.5) 

Let pE U eM and let h: U-.Rn be a local diffeomorphism, and 
let h (p), the image of p in R", also denote the constant map 
h (p):U-.R" such that 't/qEU[h (p)( q) = h (p)]. A pair(U,h ), 
called a chart, provides an image of a local neighborhood U 
in the standard space R". If only one such image were al
lowed, the local region would have all the rigidity of Rn; 
however, for a manifold with only a differentiable structure, 
all such images are allowed provided that they are smoothly 
related and compatible. An element of H k *(Mp ),called an nk 

coframe atp, is a kjetj~(h - h (p)) which is the equivalence 
class of local diffeomorphisms which agree with h - h (p) at 
p and have the same Taylor expansion of order k at p with 
respect to some arbitrarily chosen chart (U,x) for a neighbor
hood of p. Thus an n k coframe is essentially the k th order 
polynomial approximation to a chart at a given point p. 

A local n k coframe field is given by a local cross section 
h k: U-H k *( U) which is represented with respect to a given 
chart ( U,x) by 

h kip) = a~I"( h ;d~xi + (1/2!) h ;,),d;xi'd;xi, + 00. 

+ (I/k l)hi dk i'd k ), d k )') 
00. • ),), ••• ), pX pX 00' pX , (2.6) 

where the coefficients (h i,h ;,j, ,oo.,h i,j,.), ) are functions of 
p and are symmetric with respect to their lower indices. 

A field of n i coframes is a rather restrictive geometric 
structure because at each point p only a single linear image of 
the neighborhood of p is regarded as giving an appropriate 
representation. More flexible geometric structures may be 
defined by specifying at each p a class of distinguished n 1 

coframes rather than a unique one; for example, for any 
closed Lie subgroup SG! of G!, a cross section of the associ
ated fiber bundle SG ! \7('I*(M) defines a field of equiv
alence classes of SG ! related n 1 coframes, an SG ! structure. 
If SG! = G !, then all linear images of the neighborhood of 
any point p are regarded as equivalent and the manifold M 
acquires none of the structural features of R". At the other 
extreme, SG! consists of the identity element alone and the 
manifold M acquires a great deal of the structure ofR". For 
other choices of SG!, such as 0 ;,qand C ;.q' the infinites
imal neighborhoods of points pE M acquire structural at
tributes from Rn that have the microsymmetry 17 of the corre
sponding group. 

Structures of higher order are defined in a similar way. 
If SG ~ is a closed Lie subgroup of G ~, then an SG ~ struc
ture on a manifold M is given by a cross section of the associ
ated fiber bundle SG ~ \7('k *(M). Such a cross section speci
fies at each pEM an equivalence class of SG ~ related n k 

coframes. As in the first-order case, structure is pulled back 
from R" by virtue of the fact that not every k th order ap
proximate image of the infinitesimal neighborhood of a giv
en point p is considered faithful. However, for k > 1, there is 
an additional self-consistency condition which the SG ~ 
structure must satisfy, a condition which underlies the pro
longation procedure used throughout the paper. 
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The self-consistency condition follows from the ele
mentary observation that the k th order Taylor expansion of 
a function at some given point determines the (k - 1 jth order 
Taylor expansion of that function at an infinitesimally near 
point accurately to first order in the infinitesimal vector 
which describes the separation of the two points. Let 
Wi = Xi(q) - x i( pI, where p and q are infinitesimally near 
points in M. Then 

(2.7) 

An n k coframe at p given by (2.6) determines an n k - I co
frame at q by means of the replacement 

d;xi--+d~- IXi + Wi. (2.8) 

Note that the constant term is discarded because a coframe 
by definition has zero constant term. The result is 
ak - 1/ ((h i + h i wl)dk-IX j, o n J JI q 

+ (l/2!)(h i . + hi. wl)d k - Ixj'd k - Ixj, + ... 
1112 Jlh/ q q 

+ (l/(k - l)!)(h i. + hi. IWI) 
J.h .. ·h 1 Jlh···h I 

Xd~-Ixj'd~-I~' ... d~-I~' '. (2.9) 

An n k-coframe field determines an n k - I-coframe field sim
ply by the discarding of the k th order term. The n k coframe 
at q determines an n k - 1 coframe at q; namely, 
ak - I/ (hi +hi wldk-IX) o n J J.f q 

+ (1!2!)h ~ . + hi. wl)d k - lxj'd k - IX)' 
J.h )Ih,( q q 

+ ... 
+ (l/(k -/)!)(h i.. + hi.. IWI) 

Jil~ .. Jk' Jd1··.jk. j. 

X d ~ - Ixj'd ~ - IX)' ... d ~ - lx" 'I, (2.10) 

where the coefficients describing the n k - I coframe at q have 
been reexpressed in terms of the field coefficients and their 
derivatives atp means ofa 1st order Taylor expansion. If the 
n k coframe field is coherent, then each of the n k coframes 
should be the k th order Taylor approximation at the appro
priate point in M of one and the same chart. Thus self-consis
tency requires that the n k - I coframes (2.9) and (2.10) be 
identical. However, there are two additional complications 
to consider. 

First, one is usually not concerned with a simple n k. 

coframe field, but rather with an SG ~ structure which speci
fies at each pEM not a unique n k coframe but an equivalence 
class of SG: related coframes. Thus the self-consistency 
condition is weakened to the requirement that the n k - I. 

coframes (2.9) and (2.10) are the same up to an SG ~ - I trans
formation where SG ~ - I is the group obtained by discarding 
the k th order terms of the elements of SG ~ . This complica
tion may be efficiently handled by transforming (2.9) and 
(2.10) to standard representatives before making the identifi
cation. 

Second, it is clear that the coefficients of w( in (2.9) are 
necessarily symmetric with respect to all of their lower indi
ces since they arise as the coordinates of a k jet. However, the 
corresponding coefficients of w' in (2.10) need not be totally 
symmetric in their lower indices since they arise by differen
tiatron of the coefficient functions describing a (k - 1 I-jet 
field. In general, (2.9) and (2.10) differ by a term of the form 
B ~,j,.J/WI for each rE\1,2 ... ,k - 1], where B ;,}, .. y has the 
symmetry with respect to the lower indices obtained by first 
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antisymmetrizing with respect toj, and rand then symme
trizing with respect tOjl,j2, .. j,. 

The prolongation procedure may now be described as 
follows: assume that a self-consistent SG ~ - I structure is 
given; for any given point pEM, assume for an arbitrary 
n k - l-coframe at p an extension to an n k coframe; compute 
the n k - l-coframes at q corresponding to (2.9) and (2.10) and 
reduce these to standard form using SG ~ - I transforma
tions; equate the results allowing for the terms of the form 
B l.J, .. -j/wl

. This procedure results in a system oflinear equa
tions for the k th order coefficient of the n k coframe. These 
equations determine both the typical element of the pro
longed group SG ~ and the standard representative of the 
equivalence class of n k coframes belonging to the SG ~ struc
ture at p with respect to the chosen coordinate system. It 
may happen that the system of equations is underdetermined 
in which case the group SG ~ has new parameters in addition 
to those of SG ~ - I. Such new parameters arise in the prolon
gation of the conformal or C !.q structure to a C ;.q structure. 

For every case, the process must begin at some lowest 
order. Not every case begins in the first order. The affine and 
projective structures begin at second order, and although the 
conformal and Weyl structures are indistinguishable in first 
order, they are distinguished at second order by the imposi
tion of additional structure in the Weyl case. In all of the 
cases discussed below, no new group parameters arise be
yond second order; however, in the case of subspace struc
tures which will be discussed elsewhere, 14 new group param
eters arise at each successive order. 

We conclude this section with a formal characteriza
tion of the notion of prolongation. For any bundle t,' (M), 
denote by J ''#j' (M ) the bundle of r jets of local cross sections 
of '6' (M). An SG ~ structure is determined by a cross section 
a k:M --..SG ~ '\H k *(M ), which in turn may be described by a 
family oflocal cross sections h k:U--..Hk*(U) which satisfy 
h k( plEa k( p) for pEU. Such a local cross section is given ex
plicitly by (2.6). The natural projection maps 
G ~ --..G ~ - I and H k *(M )-.H k - I *(M) defined by the dis
carding of the k th order term induce projection maps 
SG ~ --..SG ~- I and SG ~ '\H k *(M )-+SG ~ - I '\H k - I *(M). 
Thus the compositions of the maps a k and h k with the ap
propriate projection maps yield maps 
a A - I:M-+SG~ - I'\Hk - I*(M) and h k - I:U~Hk .. I*(U). 

In this way, every SG ~ structure uniquely determines an 
SG ~ - I structure by truncation. 

In an infinitesimal neighborhood of pE U eM, h k - I is 
determined to first order by j~ h k - IE.! I H k - I *(Mp). 
Explicitly, 

j!h k _1 = a~~ I/n((h; + h i,fd ~X()j!dk- IX} + ... 
1 (h i. + hi. d I Xf) + (k _ I)! J, ... J" J,··h·,,, P 

Xj~dk-IX}, ... j~dk-I~' 'I. (2.11) 

The expression (2.10) is obtained by composing the I-jet as
pect of(2.11) with the I-jet a ~x(wid 6/). 

Define a mapping e:H k*(M )---;.J I H k - I *(M) by means 
of the substitution 
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d ;x-+J!d k - IX + d !x (2.12) 

with the understanding that the constant term of the (k - I) 
jet is discarded. One obtains 

e[h kIp)] = a~- 'In((h) + h )fd !xfJj!d k
- IXj + .. , 

+ (II(k - I)!)(h J,.), , 
+ hi. d I Xi)}'1 d k - IXj' .. J·1 d k - I:r!' - '). 

JI··.]k If P P p 

(2.13) 

The expression (2.9) is related to (2.13) in the same way that 
(2.10) is related to (2.11). 

BothJ!h k - land e(h k (P)) may be regarded as general
ized elements of H k - I *(M) with I-jet coefficients. The in
verse e(h k( p))-I is a generalized element of Hk - '(M). The 
compostionJ!h k - 'oe(h k(p))-I [regarded as generalized 
(k - 1) jets] has the form 

ak-'I [(Di+Eid'xf)dk-'Ij + On] ]( p 0 n ... 

+ 1 E i , d'x(dk-'Ij' ... dk-'Ij, ,] (214) (k _ I)! ],,,.],, (p 0 nOn . . 

This is an infinitesimal element of G ~ - I, where the sense of 
infinitesimal is made precise by the use of the 1 jet d ~x. 

The concept of a self-consistent SG ~ structure may 
now be formulated as follows. 

Definition: An SG ~ structure is self-consistent iff 
J!h k - 'Oe(h k(p))-I is the composition of an infinitesimal 
element of SG ~ - I and an infinitesimal element of G k - I of 
t~e form (2.14) with E replaced by fj such that the n 

B J,), q h -!q have the same type of symmetry with respect to 
the lower indices as B },.)/ discussed above. 

Finally, the definition of "prolongation" may be stated 
as follows. 

Definition: An SG ~ structure is the prolongation of an 
SG ~ - I structure iff the SG ~ - I structure is determined by 
the SG ~ structure by truncation and the SG ~ structure is 
self-consistent. 

Note that the self-consistency of the SG ~ structure en
tails the self-consistency of the induced SG ~ - I structure. 

3. THE AFFINE STRUCTURE 

It is customary to describe the affine structure of space
time as a connection on the principal bundle oflinear frames 
or n I frames dY'(M). In this section, however, the affine 
structure will be presented as a G structure defined by a 
reduction to the affine subgroup r ~ of the structure group 
G ~ of the principal bundle of n 2 coframes 

JY2*(M) = (H 2*(M), 'TTH ,., M, G~). (3.1) 

This approach has the advantages that other related struc
tures can be described in a similar way, that the structure is 
described explicitly by local r ~ gauge fields, and that the 
concept of approximating the manifold by second-order 
polynomials is emphasized. Moreover, the relationship of 
the affine structure to affine curves and parallel transport 
and to the higher-order prolongations of these structures is 
quite direct and intuitive from the viewpoint of higher-order 
approximation of the manifold. 

The group r ~ is the subgroup of G ~ of elements of the 
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form 

a~In(aJd~I~). (3.2) 

The restriction of the left, free action ofG ~ on H 2*(M) to the 
subgroup r ~ may be used to construct the associated bundle 
of equivalence classes of r~ related n 2 coframes 

r~\JY2*(M) 
= (r~ \H 2*(M), 'TTr;'..H'" M, r~ \G~, JY2*(M), 

(3.3) 

where the typical fiber r ~ \ G ~ is the set of left cosets. The 
affine structure r is a cross section T:M-+r ~ \H 2*(M). 
Since for each pEM, r (p) is an equivalence class of n2 co
frames, the affine structure may be represented locally by 
cross sections h:U-+H 2*(U), 

h (p) = a~In (h Jd;xi + (II2!)hJkd ;xid ;Xk), (3.4) 

which are determined up to a r ~ left-acting gauge 
transformation 

L:U-+UXr~, 

L (p) = a~In(ajd~I~). (3.5) 

Thus under a gauge transformation, 
Ii (p) = L (p)oh (p) 

2 i(2 l i (2'2k XaoIn(a(h jd px' + -Q(h jkd px'd pX ). 
2! 

(3.6) 
Whenever desired, the gauge may be chosen by the coordi
nate dependent gauge fixing condition 

ih ( i a( j = Dj • (3.7) 

Then, the only nontrivial coefficient in (3.6) is 

r i - h -lih r jk - r jk' (3.8) 

The bundle of second order curve elements is 

Jl'i(M) = (L i(M), 'TTL;' M, L i.n' JY2(M). (3.9) 

Ify:lR-+M and y(O) = p, then an elementJ6yEL i(Mp) is giv
en by 

J6 y = a;x(Y; d 61 + (II2!) Yz (d ~I )2). (3.10) 

The n2 coframe (3.4) may be used to give an image of this 
curve element in lRn. 

h (p)oJ~y = a~ In [h jy~d6I 

+ (II2!) (h ~y; + h ~,Y; y; )(d~I)2].(3.11) 
Thus the image line element is linear to 2nd order iff 

Yz + rJk Y; 11 = 0, (3.12) 
where (3.8) has been used. 

The idea that n k coframes are k th order Taylor ap
proximations to local diffeomorphisms can be used to expli
cate the relationship of the affine structure to the affine con
nection and the prolongation of these structures to higher 
order. LetfU-+VClRn be a local diffeomorphism such that 
f( p) = O. L~t q be infinitesimally near p and set} = f - f( q). 
ThenJ~ - I fis determined by J':J to first order in the coordi
nate difference u.:. = ~( q) - x( p), where (U,x) is a chart. Set 
F = fox- ' and F = fOX-I. Then to third order 

. " I I 
F'(x) = Fjx'p + 2! FJk:{X; + 3! Fjkf:{X;X;, (3.13) 
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where x~ = Xi - xiI pl. Since 

x~ = x~ + Wi and fir q) = Fjul, 

Fi(X) = Fi(X) - FJuI 

Fi xi 1 Fi 'k 1 F' 'k f " 
= j q + 2T jk~Xq + 3! lkfx'qXqXq + F;sx'qw

S 

1 ' 'k 
+ 2TFlk,x'qXqW', 

(3.14) 
where only terms up to first order in Wi have been kept. An 
affine structure defines an equivalence class of second-order 
coframes; namely, 

(3.15) 

for (aJ )EG !. Each such second-order coframe at p deter
mines a first-order coframe at p 

a~In(ajd!xi) (3.16) 

by projection and a first-order coframe at an infinitesimally 
near point q 

a~In((aJ +a~r;'w')d!xi) (3.17) 

by the substitution (3.14). The parallel transport of coframes 
is defined by mapping (3.16) into (3.17). 

Now consider the problem of prolonging the affine 
structure to the next order. An extension of an arbitrary n2 

coframe (3. 15) to a n 3 coframe has the form 

3 ("3,1 is 3'3k aoIn ajd px' + - asrjkd px'd pX 
2! 

+ ~ hid 3 x'd 3 xkd 3 Xf) (3.18) 3! ;kf p p P , 

which by the substitution (3.14) defines a n2-coframe equiv
alence class at q near p which contains 

a~In((aJ + a~rj,w')d~xi 
+ ~(ai r~ + hi, w')d 2xjd 2Xk). (3.19) 2! s;k ;k, q q 

However, the affine structure also defines another equiv
alence class of n2 coframes at q, namely, the equivalence class 
containing 

a~In(aJd!xi + !a;(rjk + rjk"w')d~xid!xk). 
(3.20) 

It is natural to require that the two equivalence classes de
fined by (3.19) and (3.20) be the same and to impose this 
condition by reducing each of the n2 coframes to standard 
form and equating the results; however, it is necessary to 
allow for a term of the form B jk, w', where B Jk, has the sym
metry in the lower indices obtained by first antisymmetriz
ing in the indices k and r and then symmetrizing in the indi
ces) and k. Such a term arises because the coefficients 
describing the 1 jet of the local 2-jet field need not be sym
metric in the lower indices. Similar terms arise in higher 
orders. One obtains 

rjk + rJk"W' + B Jk,W' 
r i + -lih s , r i r' , = jk a s jk, W - sr jk W . (3,21) 

Set r lU = a-';h Jkf' Then, the relation (3,21) gives, after 
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appropriate symmetrization, the result 

rJkf = !(rJk,l + r~t.j + r~,k 
+r;jr~f +r;kr1 +r;frjk)' (3.22) 

which upon substitution into (3.18) gives the affine frame of 
third order corresponding to the affine frame of second order 
(3.15). Clearly, this procedure could be iterated order-by
order to define a reduction of the structure group G ~ of 
JY k·(M) to the affine subgroup r ~ . Moreover, such a reduc
tion defines a connection on the principal bundle 
JY k - '.(M); for example, suppose affine n3 coframes have 
been defined by (3.18) with h Jk! = a:rju, where rJkf is giv
en by (3.22). Then by projection one obtains the frames (3.15) 
and by substitution the frames (3.19). Taking the composi
tion of(3.19) with the inverse of(3.15) [applied on the left of 
(3.19)], one obtains an invertible map from H 2·(Mp ) to 
H 2·(Mq ); namely, 

a2x[(t/ + r i w')d 2xj + ~(ri W' 
p J Jr q 2! Jkr 

_rirs w'-r i r'w')d 2xid 2x k ]. (3.23) SJ kr sk;r q q 

To parallel transport the second-order curve element)~ Y giv
en by (3.10) fromp to q, the inverse of(3.23) is applied on the 
left of)~ y. Also, note that the image of the third order curve 
element 

)6 Y = a;x[y, d 61 + ~ r'2 (d 61 f + ~ Yl (d 61 )3) (3.24) 
2! 3! . 

under an affine n3 coframe is 

a 3] ( i 'd 3 1+ 1 ( i ,,s + irs ,) k )(d 3])2 
On a,YI 0 2! asf2 as jkflYI 0 

1 (i,,s 3 ir' ,) k + irs ,) _)< f)(d 3])3) + - asfJ + a, jknYI as jkff I II Yl 0 . 
3! 

(3.25) 

This image curve is linear to third order provided that (3.12) 
holds and 

t3 +3rJkY2r7 +rJkfYlr7Y~ =0 (3.26) 

holds. The result agrees with the usual result obtained by 
differentiating the equation for affine curves. In addition, the 
prolongation to order k gives the k jet of the coordinate 
transformation that relates the given coordinate system to 
the normal coordinate system for a given point p. In the 
normal coordinate system all of the functions r Jk ,r Jkfo'" 
vanish atp. 

4. THE PROJECTIVE STRUCTURE 

The projective structure of space-time is a second-order 
G structure defined by a reduction of the group 
G ~ of JY2·(M ) to the subgroup P ~ consisting of elements of 
the form 

a2 I ( i d 2Ij + 1 (i + i )d 2Ij d 2] k ) o n aj 0 - ajak akaj 0 nOn' 
2! 

(4.1) 

As in the affine case, the restriction of the action of G ~ on 
H 2·(M) to the subgroup P ~ may be used to construct the 
associated bundle of equivalence classes of P ~ related n 2 

coframes 

P~ "JY2·(M) 
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= (p;. "H 2*(M), 1rp ',H'.' M, P~ "G~, r*(M). 
" (4.2) 

A projective structure on space time is a cross section 
fI:M-->;oP ~ \H 2*(M). Such a cross section may be represent
ed locally by a family of cross sections h:U~H 2*( U) [see 
(3.4)], which are determined up to a P ~ gauge transforma
tion L:U---+U XP~, where L (p) is given by (4.1) and where 
the aj and ak depend smoothly on pEU. The cross sections h 
satisfy 

'tf PEU, h (p)ElI(p) (4.3) 

and any two such are related by a gauge transformation of 
the form 

h (p) = L (p)·h (p) 

= az I [(ai h (d 2 x' o n (J p 

+ 1 ( i h I + ' h I h m + i h I h m)d 2 j 21 al jk al jam k a( kam j pX 

X d ~Xk ]. (4.4) 
The gauge fixing condition (3.7) may also be used in this 

case. Then the coefficient for the second-degree term in (4.4) 
becomes 

h - Ii hi + f':ia h m + r;:, a h m (4.5) 
I jk Uj m k Uk mi· 

Since am is still undetermined, the additional gauge-fixing 
condition 

(4.6) 

may be imposed. The coefficient of the second-degree term is 
then 

n'. = h -" h I __ 1 _(8' h - 1 m h ( + 8' h - 1 mh I .) 
JA I Jk 1 J I rnA k I mJ· n+ 

(4.7) 

The II jk which satisfy II ij = 0 are called the projective coef
ficients and relative to a given coordinate system uniquely 
determine and are uniquely determined by the projective 
structure. Clearly, the process of choosing a particular gauge 
is just the selection of standard representatives for the cosets 
P~ \G~. For a n2 coframe h (p)Ell(p), 

h() a2I(id2~ l(illl i . 2·2 k P = 0 n aj p + V a( jk + ajak + aj,aj)d px'd pX ), 

(4.8) 

.. 1 
where a' = h ~ and a = -- h -'mh I 

J J k n + I (mk· 

The n2 coframe (4.8) may be composed with the second
order curve element (3.10) to give an image of the curve ele
ment in )R". 

h (p)O)~ Y = a~In (aJt; d ~I 

+ ;!(a~y; +a~ll;kY;11 +2ajy;akl1)(d6I)2). 

(4.9) 

The condition that this image curve element is linear to sec
ond order is just 

Y2 + IlJkY; 11 + 2ak y7]1; = O. (4.10) 

Since ak is arbitrary at every p, the factor a k 11 may be cho
sen freely in a smooth way along any integral curve. It is 
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readily shown that this freedom allows an arbitrary choice of 
parameter for the integral curves; consequently, (4.10) de
scribes a path element rather than a curve element. 

The projective structure determines only a family of 
connections on the manifold. By projection and substitution, 
the coframe (4.8) determines the two coframes 

a~In (ajd ~xj) 

and 

al I ((a i + ai Il~ w' + ai w'a· + aia w')d 1 xj) (4.11) o n J r JS S J J sq· 

The map from H 1*(Mp ) to H '*(Mq ) is then 

al x((8i + Il i W' + wia + !jia wS)d \~) (4.12) 
p J J' J J' q 

which depends on the parameters ai • Consider a 11 frame 
)6 yEB : (Mp), 

(4.13) 

Under parallel transport by (4.12) for any ai' the 11 frame 
becomes 

a!x((]I; -Iljkwky{ -wiajyf -ajwjy'\)d6Ij. (4.14) 

For autoparallel transport, Wi = A Y; and (4.14) becomes 

a~x((]I; -..1.nJkyil1-Uajr(~)d6I)· (4.15) 

It is clear that the autoparallel transport of projective 11 
frames (directions) is uniquely defined by the projective 
structure because the term (4.15) which depends on ai is 
proportional to]l; and consequently may be removed by a 
parameter, G : , transformation. 

The above discussion may be readily extended to 21 
frames and projective 21 frames (a set of all 21 frames for a 
given two-dimensional subspace of the tangent space). Let 
)&fEB ~(Mp), wherefR2_M such thatf(O) =p. Then 

)'of= a~x(f~d ~I~). (4.16) 

A projective 2' frame is an equivalence class of 2 I-frames 
under the action of the group G ~ of parameter transforma
tions. Now, choose any vector which belongs to the subspace 
of L : (Mp) corresponding to a given projective 2' frame, say 
Wi = AI f; + ..1.2 f~. Next, parallel transport (4.16) along Wi 

using (4.12). The result is 

a!x[{f~ -ll;kf~(..1.,f~ +..1.d~) 
- (..1.J; +..1.d~)ajf~ +aj(..1.J~ +..1.d~)f'}d~In· 

(4.17) 

Again, the terms which depend on the a j may be removed by 
a G i parameter transformation; consequently, a projective 
structure determines the parallel transport of projective 21 
frames. Also, the autoparallel transport of the initial direc
tion lies in the subspace determined by the new projective 21 
frame; therefore, the procedure may be iterated to define a 
parallel field of tangential projective 21 frames along a geode
sic. This procedure corresponds to the strip-forming con
struction discussed by Ehlers and Schild. IR It would prob
ably be useful to reformulate the rest of their results in the 
language of jets. 

The problem of determining the prolongations of the 
projective structure can be solved by the same procedure 
used in the affine case; however, the algebra is slightly more 
complicated. Consider an extension of the projective n2 co-
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frame (4.8), 

;P I [aid J xi + J..(ai lls + aia + ai a.)d J xjd J Xk o n J p 2! s Jk } k k J P P 

+~ir'~' d3~d3Xkd3X(]. (4.18) 3! s Jk( p p P 

Such a frame defines an equivalence class of n2 coframes at q 
near p containing 

a21 [(ai +aill'~ wr+aia.wr+aia wr)d 2xj 
On) S Jr r J j r q 

+ J..(ainS +aia +aia. +air s W()d2~d2Xk] (4.19) 2! s}k J k k} s}kf qq' 

This n2 coframe should define the same P ~ equivalence class 
at q as the n2 coframe 

aZI [ id 2 j+J..( ills + illS r o " aj qX 2! as jk a, jk.r W 

+a;ak +a~aj)d~xjd~xkJ. (4.20) 

The standard representative corresponding to the n2 co
frames given by (4.20) is 

2 2i 1 i i (2j2k aoln(dqx +7i(lljk +ITjk,rw)dqxdqx). (4.21) 

The reduction of (4.19) to standard form is somewhat more 
complicated. If the first-order coefficient is reduced to 8;, the 
second-order coefficient becomes 
II i + r i ( ITi Ilr ( i II r jk jkfW - r( jk W - war jk 

In i II i ( II i ( 2 ia a (4 22) - a(w jk - ak jfw - aj k(W - W j k' . 

The next step is to remove the trace from the expression 
(4.22). The resulting expression is equated with the coeffi
cient of the second-order part of (4.21) allowing for a term 
B ;k( with the same symmetries as in the affine case and also 
traceless, B;kf = 0. The compatibility condition so obtained 
is 

r i 1 (Oi r r + 8i r r ) jkl - -- j rki k rj! 
n+l 

= B ;k( + /l;k,i + IT ~(ll lk 
1. . 

- --(8; II ~k 1l~1 + 8~ n ;JI ~I ) 
n+l 

+ 8~aJIlk - -2-(8jarn~f + 8~arIT1() 
n+I 

+ aJI~f + akn~j + aill;k 

+ 28~aak - _2_(8;a fak + 8~a(aJ (4.23) 
J n + 1 

Take the totally symmetric part of this equation. The term 
B Jkf drops out and one obtains 

r i 2 (lO:irr lO:i rr + Birr jkl - uj rkf + Uk rfi f rjk) 
3(n + 1) 

I(ni n i +ni +ninr 
= ""3 jkJ + kf.j fi,k rj k( 

+ n~kI/~j + n~(n;d 
2 (Snr n s + 8i n r n s + 8inr ns ) 3(n + 1) j sk rf k sf rj (sj rk 

n - 3 (lO:i II r 8i TI r 8i n r ) + Ujar kl + kar~' (i + lar jk 
2(n + 1) 

+ aj/I~( + aJI» + afnjk 
2 (n - 1) . . . 

+ (8;akaf + okafa) + o~ajad. (4.24) 
3 (n + 1) 
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The trace of this equation gives 

1 (n - 1) rr _ ..lIT' _ 2 1 n r ITs 
3 (n + 1) rk( - 3 kf,r 3 (n + 1) sk rf 

(n - l)(n + 3) IT r + a k 
3(n + 1) r f 

+ 2 (n - l)(n + 2)a
k
a

f
. (4.25) 

3 (n + 1) 

Then (4.24) gives the final result 

r JU = f(n Jk.f + II ~i,j + n ~j,k) 

+ 2 (oJin kr'f r + o~ II ~J' r + O~n}rk r) 
3(n - 1) , . , 

+ J..(n~/I~f + Il~JI~j + n~(n;k) 
3 

2 ("illr lIS lO:i n r n s + "i n r n s ) u) sk rf + Uk .II rj U ( sj rk 
3(n - 1) 

+ ajn~( + akll~j + aJ1ik 

+ 0Jarn~( + o~aJI~) + 8~aJI;k 
+ 2(8 ;aka f + O~aiaj + o~aiak)' (4,26) 

Define II Jkf> to be the expression given by (4,26) for aj = 0, 
Then, the general n3-coframe belonging to the P~ structure 
may be expressed as the composition of 

a }I [aid}IJ +J..(aia +ai a.)d 3 [Jd J [k 
0" } 0 n 2!} k k} 0 nOn 

2 ( iii )d 3Ij d 3 [ k d 3 If] + - ajaka f + akafaj + a(ajak 0 nO" 0 n 
3! 

(4,27) 

and 

a3 [ (d 3 Xi + ..l/l i d 3 ~d 3 Xk 
o n P 2! ~ P p 

+ ..In id 3 ~d 3 xkd 3 Xi), (4.28) 
3! }kl P P P 

The 3 jet (4,27) is the typical element of the prolonged group 

P~, 

5. RIEMANN AND LORENTZ STRUCTURES 

The local Lorentz gauge invariant vierbein formulation 
of Einstein's general relativity theory is well known, It was 
first developed by Weyl 19 in 1929, Much later in 1950, he 
discussed the coupling of the vierbein fields to the spin densi
ty of matter fields and showed that an equivalent metric the
ory could be formulated,20 Thereafter, the theory was ana
lyzed further by Utiyama,zl Sciama22 and Kibble,23 The 
natural setting for this formulation of general relativity is the 
theory of an 0 \ ,n _ 1 structure on spacetime, In the following 
presentation, the bundles and formulas needed will be given 
for the case of a Lorentz structure; however, the correspond
ing bundles and formulas for the case of a Riemann structure 
may be obtained simply by substituting the group 0 ~ for the 
group 0 \," _ 1 ' Both the first-order 0 \,n . 1 structure and its 
prolongation to the second-order 0 ~.n . I structure are 
discussed. 

The restriction of the action of G ~ on H l*(M) to the 
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subgroup 0 :'n _ 1 may be used to construct the bundle of 
equivalence classes of 0 :,n _ I related n l coframes 

o :,n-l '\JP'*(M) 

= (OL-I '\H'*(M),1To L._,\H,·,M, 

o :,n _I '\Gn, JPI*(M). (5.1) 

An 0 :.n _ 1 structure on M is a (global) cross section of 
o :'0 _ I ,\JPl*(M). Such a cross section may be locally repre
sented by a family oflocal cross sections of JPI*(M). Any 
two such local cross sections h:U----+H 1*(U) and 
Ii: U----+H 1*( U) are related by a local 0 :'n _ I gauge transfor
mation defined by a cross section A :U----+U X 0 Ln _ 1 

h (p) = a~In [h j(pld ~xi], 
Ii (p) = A (p)oh (p) 

= a~In [A ~(p)h j(p)d ~xi], (5.2) 

where 

11ijA ~(p)A im(p) = 111m' (5.3) 

For both the Lorentz and Riemann cases, a suitable gauge
fixing condition is 

h j(p) = 0; i>i (5.4) 

For such a choice of gauge, the matrix [h j (p)] is upper 
triangular. 

The local cross sections h are usually called n-bein 
fields. The Lorentz metric tensor defined by the 0 Ln _ 1 

structure is locally given by 

g = 11iih ~h j(dXk ® dXf. (5.5) 

Since these local metric tensor fields are 0 Ln _ , gauge inde
pendent, they can be patched together to define a global met
ric tensor field. 

Now, consider the problem of prolonging an 0 :.n _, 
structure to an 0 i.n- 1 structure. At pEM, a general element 
of the equivalent class of frames defined by the 0 L _ t struc
ture is 

(5.6) 

A general n1 coframe having the same first-order part and 
belonging to some 0 ~.n _ I structure is 

a2I (A ihTd2x'- 1 .. ihTrs d1x'-d2 k) o n /1 r j p + -/1 r s jk p pX. 
21 

(5.7) 

Note that factoring out h ; in the second-order part is a mere 
convenience. If qEM is near pEM and Wi = xii q) _ xii pi, 
then (5.7) defines at q an equivalence class of n I coframes 
containing the element 

(5.8) 

However, the 0 :.n _ I structure or Lorentz structure already 
determines at q an equivalence class of n t coframes which 
contains the standard element [some gauge fixing condition 
such as (5.4) is assumed] 

a~In ((h; + h j,rwl)d !xi). (5.9) 

The condition that the 0 i.n _ I structure is compatible with 
the 0 :.n _ I structure is that the two equivalence classes of 
o :.n _ I related n I coframes determined by (5.8) and (5.9) are 
the same. In order to make the desired comparison, it is 
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necessary to transform the n1coframe to standard form. 
Now, the matrix 

hi + h ir~ wf (5.10) J T Jf 

differs only infinitesimally from standard form. Hence, for 
some infinitesimal Lorentz transformation, say 

11ir)" if = )"ijf = -)"jif 

the matrix 

(5.11) 

Ai(hs+hsrrwf\=hi+hir~wf+hr)"i Wi (5.12) 
S J ,. J{' } r)( ) r( 

is in standard form. If the particular gauge-fixing condition 
(5.4) is used, then 

h ~rj( + h i)" ~I = 0; i>j. (5.13) 

Since h j = 0 unlessj>r, Eqs. (5.13) contain)" ~f for i> rand 
may be solved successively for)" fAi >}) in terms of h f and 
r j,. The values for i <} follow from the skew symmetry of 
)"ijf in i and}. Although Eq. (5.13) are easy to solve, it is 
somewhat tedious to write the solution out explicitly. Fortu
nately, in this case, it is not necessary to do so; nevertheless, 
the expression (5.12) should be regarded as a function of 
h f' r jo and Wf. If this expression is equated with the matrix 
of the standard form (5.9), one obtains the condition 

h f.r = h ~rif + h j)" ~(' (5.14) 

Since r 5f = r ~, the skew part of (5.14) gives 

hf,f-h~,j=hj),,~f-h~),,~j' (5,15) 

Define 
f , s h - Ir 

AUk = 11is/l. jr k' (5.16) 

The (5,15) may be rewritten as 

11if(h~,s -h~T)h -lih -I); =,i,jk -Aikj . (5.17) 

Cyclic permutation of the indices and use of the skew sym
metry (5.11) yields the solution given by De Wite4

; namely, 

.,i' (hf hf)h-1rh- I' 
LA.ijk = 11i( r,S - S,T j k 

+ 11jf(h ;'S - h ~T)h - Irk h - I';. 

-11kf(h;', -h;r)h -Irih -I'j. (5.18) 

This result may then be used in (5.14) to give the usual result 
for r 5k which may be written as 

r i - h - Ii h r TSh - Ii f h ah b (5.19) jk - r j.k - 11 r/l..,ab j k' 

Although the standard gauge defined by (5.4) was assumed 
in order to make the discussion more concrete, the result 
(5.18) is gauge-independent provided that the quantities A 5f 
transfrom in the manner appropriate to an O( 1,3) gauge con
nection under a local gauge transformation. 

It is useful to discuss an alternate approach to the Lo
rentz structure of spacetime. Consider the bundle of 11 
cospeeds 

Yi ·(M) = (L ~ *(M), 1TLi" M, L ~,I' JPl*(M).(5.20) 

If fM-R such that f(p) = 0, thenj; fEI. i *(Mp) and 

'2,-a2I(/,d 2 i l/,d1 id1 ) JpJ - 0 I pX + - ij pX px'. 
2! 

(5.21) 
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If only those functions f are considered which are singular 
but Morse with signature 2 - n at p, then a subbundle 
,Y~ *(M) of -Z"'~ *(M) is obtained consisting of elements of 
the form 

(5.22) 

where the matrix (gij ) assumes in some coordinate system the 
standard Minkowski form. Clearly, a Lorentz structure may 
also be defined on Mby a global cross section of the ,Y2*(M) 
as is evident from a comparison of(5.5) and (5.22). 

The principal bundle associated with ,Y2*(M) is 
JYI*(M) rather than jy2*(M); consequently, if(5.22) is par
allel transported using (3.23), only the first-order part will 
have any effect. The element (5.22) is mapped into 

a~f [ ~! (gij + grjr ;IW
f + girr i>wf)d !xid ~xl (5.23) 

If the Lorentz structure defined by the cross section of 
,Y~ *(M) is horizontal under the connection induced by the 
second-order structure, the element (5.23) must equal the 
element 

a2 [1 f 2 i 2 j] 
of 2! (gij + gij,f W )d qX d qX . (5.24) 

Hence 

(5.25) 

This relation may also be derived using (5.5) and (5.14). The 
well-known solution is 

r i_I ir( g + _ ) jk - 2 g rj,k grk,j gjk,r' (5.26) 

where g ij is the inverse of gij' 
The compatibility conditions (5.14) and (5.25) are not 

the most general possible. Just as in the affine and projective 
cases, allowance should be made for a possible term B Jk with 
B}k = - B ~j' Thus (5.14) becomes 

h J,r + h ~B if = h ~r jf + h iA ~f> 

and (5.25) becomes 

(5.27) 

gij,k +girBik +grjB;k =girrjk +grjr;k' (5.28) 

This equation leads to the formula given by Schrodinger. 25 

r}k = Wr(grJ,k + grk.j - gjk,r) 

+ gjsg'rB ~k + gksgirB ~j' (5.29) 

Finally, since the affine connection induced by the 
o ~,n _ I structure is completely defined, further prolonga
tions are determined by the formulas that apply in the affine 
case. Also under infinitesimal parallel transport, the connec
tion induces infinitesimal 0 Ln _ I transformations. 

6. THE CONFORMAL STRUCTURE 

The analysis of a first-order conformal or C Ln _ I struc
ture on M and of its prolongation to a second-order confor
mal or C ~.n _ I structure on M is similar to the corresponding 
analysis of the Lorentz structure. The further prolongation 
of the C ~.n _ I structure to a C tn _ I structure may be de
rived by an analysis entirely analogous to that given for the 
corresponding prolongation in the affine and projective 
cases; however, the algebra required is rather tedious al-
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though in principle straight forward. Thus, the explicit solu
tion for the C i,n _ I structure will not be given although the 
problem will be set up and a solution shown to exist. 

A first-order conformal or C Ln _ I structure on M is a 
reduction of the structure group G ~ of the bundle of n I co
frames JYI*(M) to the subgroup C Ln _ I; that is, a C :,n _ I 
structure is defined by a cross section of the bundle of equiv
alence classes of C Ln _ I related n I coframes 

CLn_1 \JYI*(M) 

= (C:' n _ I \H
1
*(M),1Tc :'" "H,.,M, 

CLn_I\G!,JY1*(M). (6.1) 

Such a cross section is locally represented by a family oflocal 
cross sections of JYI*(M). Any two local cross sections 
h:U_H 1*(U)andll:U_H 1*(U)arerelatedbyalocaIC Ln _ I 
gauge transformation defined by a cross section 
c:U_U xC:'n _ l . Thus 

h (p) = a~fn (h J(P)d ~xJ), 
II (p) = c( p)oh (p) = a~fn (c~( p)h i( p)d ~xi), (6.2) 

where 

cJ(p) = eAiPiA J(p), 
(6.3) 

As for the Riemann and Lorentz cases, many gauge-fixing 
conditions are possible. One possible choice is 

h; = 0; i>j 
(6.4) 

h g = 1. 

The metric tensor fields g and g defined by h and II by 
(5.5) are related by 

g(p) = e2A I Pig(p). (6.5) 

To prolong the C Ln _ I structure to a C ~.n _ I structure 
consider a general n2 coframe belonging to a C :,n _ I equiv
alence class of n 2 coframes and having a first-order part be
longing to the C :.n _ I structure; namely 

a2 f ( i h rd 2 _i + 1 i h rr s d 2 -id 2 k) o n C r j pX ~r s jk P'''; pX • (6.6) 

This n2-coframe atp defines a n l coframe at a neighboring 
point q; namely, 

(6.7) 

where Wi = X i( q) - X i( pl. However, the C :.n _ I structure 
already determines at q an equivalence class of n I coframes 
at q determined by the standard n I-coframe 

a~fn ((h ; + h J.rwl)d !xi). (6.8) 

For compatibility, the equivalence classes of n I coframes de
fined by (6.7) and (6.8) must be the same. To reduce the n l 

coframe to standard form, one must determine the infinites
imal conformal transformation 

(6.9) 
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such that the matrix 

Ci (h ~ + h 'r s Wi) = h i + h i r' Wi + h 'A i WI + A wl8i 
'J s Jr J 'JI J ,r I J 

satisfies the conditions (6.4); that is, 

h i r ~ + h 'A i = O· i >J' r)f J r( ) 

h ~r~1 + ,1.1'= o. 

(6.10) 

(6.11) 

Note that h ~A ~r = 0 since h ~ = 0 unless r = 0 and A,"jf is 
skew in i andj. The discussion given for the Lorentz case 
applies equally to Eqs. (6.11). The solutions for A Jr and AI 
are substituted into (6.10) which is then in standard form. 
Equating the matrix of (6.8) with the matrix (6.10) gives the 
compatibility condition 

h;,1 = h ~ril + h iA ~I + Arh;. (6.12) 

As for the Lorentz case, the possibility of a torsion term is for 
simplicity not considered. 

The algebraic difficulties are considerably reduced if 
the problem is reformulated in terms of metric tensor fields. 
For this purpose, it is necessary to introduce the bundles 
G i \ 2'i *(M) and G i \ -Yi *(M) of equivalence classes of 
elements of 2'i*(M) and -Yi *(M) under the action of the 
parameter group G i. If ,u:R-+R is a diffeomorphism with 
,u(0) = 0, thenj~,uEG i and 

(6.13) 

where,u I and,u2 are the first and second derivatives of,u at 
OeR. Also, ifj;feL i *(Mp) is given by (5.21) andj=,u0J, the 
action of G i is given by 

j;j=j6,u0/J, (6.14) 

In component form, this action is given by 

j; =,ul/;' 
jij =,ul/;j +,u2/;1;· (6.15) 

For elements of the subbundle -Yi *(M) given by (5.22), this 
action simplifies to 

gij=,ulgij' (6.16) 

A C : n _ I structure on M may also be defined by a (glo
bal) cross ~ection of G i \ -Yi *(M) which may be represent
ed by local cross sections of Yi *(M), any two of which are 
related by a gauge transformation (6.16). Numerous gauge
fixing conditions are possible. A simple choice [which is not 
consistent with (6.4)] is 

goo = 1. (6.17) 

Again, under the parallel transport induced by the pro
longed structure, the standard representative (5.22) is trans
formed into (5.23). For some infinitesimal gauge transforma
tion (.iLl = lAIWI) the element (5.23) is transformed into 
standard form 

gij +g'jr;rWI +g,rrirwl + 2gijArwr. (6.18) 

If the gauge-fixing condition (6.17) is used, then 

AI = - gOrr~/' (6.19) 

Define the conformal connection coefficients K;k by 
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r i K i + 1 (r;:ir + r;:i r i'r ) jk = jk - Vj k Vk j - gjkg r' 
n 

K;k = 0, r k = r:k • 

(6.20) 

Substitute (6.20) into (6.18). The terms involving r k cancel. 
Thus the matrix of the standard metric representative at q is 

gij +grjK;rwr +girKirwl - 2gijgo,K~rwr, (6.21) 

which must equal the matrix of the standard element (5.24); 
consequently, 

gij,k =g,jK;k +girKik - 2gijgo,K~k' 

Then 

gijgij,k = - 2ngorK ~k 

and 

g Kr + K' 1 rs 
i, jk g'j ik = gij,k - -gijg grs.k· 

n 

This equation may be solved to give 

K;k = !i'(g'j,k + g,k.j - gjk,,) 

(6.22) 

(6.23) 

(6.24) 

I (8i 's + 8i rs i' 's ) -"2,; j g g,s,k k g g,s,j - gjk g g g,s,,' 

(6.25) 

Although a particular gauge was used for the computation, 
the result (6.25) is in fact gauge independent. Note that the 
trace r k of r;k is completely undetermined. If these results 
are now substituted into (6.6), it is readily shown that the 
typical n2 coframe belonging to the prolonged structure may 
be expressed as the composition of 

(6.26) 

and 

(6.27) 

where 

r k = c,h;;. (6.28) 

The 2 jet (6.26) is a general element ofthe prolonged group 
C i.n _ I' The general n2 coframe belonging to the C i.n _ I 
structure is 

a~In[ajd;xi+~~(Kik +8iak +8;;aj 

- gjkgrsa,)d ;xid ;Xk ], 
where 

a; = c~h i 

(6.29) 

(6.30) 

The prolongation of the C i.n _ 1 structure to a C ~.n _ I 
structure follows the same pattern. Consider the most gener
al n3 coframe which projects to the n 2 coframe (6.29). 

(6.31) 
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The n2-coframe atq determined by (6.31) by the substitution 
process is 

{foIn [a~(b; + Kisws + 6;asw 
, ,." )d 2 ' + w aj - is atgj,w qxl 

+ -1z~(Kjk + bjak + b'k aj 
2. 

- gjkg'tat + r jks w)d ~xid ~Xk ]. (6.32) 

The next task is to bring the first-order part of (6.32) to a 
form satisfying the standard gauge conditions (6.4). The 
problem is essentially the same as that discussed above fol
lowing (6.9) in connection with the prolongation from a 
C :.n _ 1 structure to a C i,n _ 1 structure; that is, the form of 
the linear equations for the parameters of the infinitessimal 
C Ln _ I transformation is the same. However, the number of 
terms involved is even greater than it was before. Moreover, 
it does not seem possible to artfully dodge the problem as 
before because it is necessary to know the additional terms 
that will appear in the second-order part of (6.32) when the 
first-order part is brought to standard form. Once the first
order part is in standard form, it is easy to bring the second
order part to standard form by applying (6.26) with 
cj = bjand cj chosen so that the coefficient of h ~ in the sec
ond-order term will have zero trace. 

The standard n2 coframe at q obtained by the above 
procedure must agree with the appropriate n2 coframe at q 
determined by the C ~.n _ 1 structure. The n2 coframe corre
sponding to (6,27) evaluated at q is 

aUn [(h j + h J.sw)d;xi 

+ ;!h ~(Kjk + Kjk.sWs 

+ h - I, h a Kb wS )d 2xid 2x k 1 a b.s Jk qq' (6.33) 

However, the coefficient of h ~ = h ~(P) in (6.33) does not 
have zero trace, This trace must be removed before the com
parison with the standard form of (6.32) described above is 
made. 

The first-order terms must necessarily agree because 
the K}k were defined by that condition at the previous stage, 
The demand that the second-order terms agree up to a term 
of the form h ~B jk,W" where B jks is traceless and has the 
same symmetries as in the affine and projective cases, gives 
an equation for the r Jkl which may be solved in a manner 
similar to that used in the projective case. The solution gives 
r JU in terms of h j, K jk' and aj • The general n3 coframe be
longing to the C i.n _ 1 structure may be obtained by substi
tuting this solution into (6.31) which may in turn be factored 
into a C L. _ I gauge group element and the standard n3 co
frame for the C ~.n _ J structure. 

7. THE WEYL STRUCTURE 

A W ey I structure on M is a reduction of the structure 
group G ~ of ~*(M) to the Weyl subgroup Wi,n _ I (see 
Appendix C). Since W~.n _ 1 is a Lie subgroup of C ~,n _ 1 the 
reduction may be accomplished by first defining a C: n _ I 

structure and prolonging this structure to a C tn _ I struc
ture and then reducing this structure to a Wi,n _ 1 structure. 
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The general element of an equivalence class belonging to a 
C i,n _ I structure is given by (6,6) together with (6.20) and 
(6.25). The result is 

CPoIn [C~h jd ~xl + ~~h ;(K Jk 

+ ~b;rk + bkIj - gjkg'trt)d ;xid ;Xk ]. (7,1) 

whererk = c,h 'k. Clearly, the reduction to wi n -1 isdeter
mined locally by specifying the rk (or ck ) as f~nctions of 
pEUCM, The connection determined by the rjk given by 
(6.20) is then fully specified; consequently, the formulas for 
the higher-order prolongations of an affine structure may be 
used to determine the higher-order prolongations of a Weyl 
structure. The Weyl connection induces infinitesimal con
formal transformations under infinitesimal parallel 
transport. 

8. THE CONFORMAL-PROJECTIVE COMPATIBILITY 
CONDITION 

In this section, the algebraic condition that expresses 
the compatibility between a conformal or C Ln _ 1 structure 
and a projective or P ~ structure is derived using the analysis 
of Sees. 4 and 6, The result was originally derived by Ehlers, 
et al. I, from constructive axioms for general relativity the
ory. The derivation given here is not a replacement for their 
argument, but is rather a supplement which clarifies the geo
metric interpretation of the condition as the necessary and 
sufficient condition that a C i,n _ 1 structure and a P ~ struc
ture are compatible and uniquely define a Weyl or W~.n _ I 

structure. 26 

A general element belonging to an equivalence class of 
P ~ related n 2 coframes defined by a projective structure is 
given by (4.8) 

a2I [ id2 j + 1 i(Jlr + f::i ) + f::i ]d 2x"d 2 
k (8,1) o n aj pX ~r jk ujak Ukaj p pX. 

A general element belonging to an equivalence class of 
C L _ 1 related n2 coframes is given by (7.1) 

a2I [ihrd2 J+ 1 ihr(K5 o n C r j pX ~r s )k 

+ ~(b;Tk + Dtrj - gjkg<G ra ))d ;xjd ;Xk l (8.2) 

The two structures are compatible iff the equivalent classes 
defined by (8.1) and (8.2) have a non empty intersection, Con
sideration of the first-order parts shows that a projective co
frame is a conformal coframe only if 

aj = c~h;. 

Comparison of the second-order parts then yields the 
relation 

JlJk + Dja k +b"aj 

=Kjk +~(Djrk +likTj -gjktTr)' 
n 

Define 
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Then take the trace of (8.4) to obtain 

(n + l)a k = r k • 

Then 

Ail (r;:ir r;:i r ) 1 irr 
.u jk = Uj k + Uk j - - gjk g r 

n(n + 1) n 

and 

grSA i = (n - l)(n + 2) iT 
.u rs - g r 

n(n + 1) 

or 

n(n + 1) rsLl t 

(n _ l)(n + 2) gktg rs' 

(8.6) 

(8.7) 

(8.8) 

(8.9) 

Substitution of(8.9) into (8.7) yields a system oflinear equa
tions for Ll lk which are satisfied iff the projective and confor
mal structures are compatible; moreover, if they are com
patible, r k given by (8.9) and hencer1k are well defined and 
the conformal and projective structures define a unique 
Weyl structure. 

APPENDIX A: OF GERMS AND JETS 

Let M and Nbe C 00 differentiable manifolds. Denote by 
C 00 (M,N ) the set of C 00 differentiable mapsfM---..N. Any 
two mapsfl'/2EC OO(M,N) are said to be germ equivalent at 
pEM iff there exists an open neighborhood U ofp on whichfl 
andf2 agree. Thegermipfofa mapfEC OO(M,N) is the equiv
alence class to whichfbelongs. The set of such equivalence 
classes will be denoted by J (Mp ,N). In certain applications, 
maps defined only on some open submanifold U of Mare 
considered. The set of germs of such maps is then denoted by 
J (Up ,N). The map i p :C "'(M,N )---..J (Mp ,N) is the canonical 
projection. 

Any two mapsfl '/2EC 00 (M,N) are said to be k-jet equiv
alent iff they agree at p 

(AI) 

and for any charts (U,x)p and (V,Y)q wherepEUand qEV, the 
mapsyO fl oX- 1 andyo f20X-1 have the same partial deriva
tives of all types at x(P) up to and including order k. That this 
equivalence relation is independent of the choice of coordi
nate charts follows by applying the chain rule to the relation 

yofox- I = (yoy-I)O(yofox-l)O(xoX-I). (A2) 

The k jeti~ f of a mapfEC 00 (M,N) is the equivalence class to 
whichfbelongs. The set of k jets with source pEM and target 
qEN is denoted by Jk(Mp,Nq ), and the corresponding sets 
with unrestricted source, target, or both are denoted by 
J k (M,Nq), J k (Mp ,N), and J k (M,N), respectively. Again, 
for some applications it may be convenient to consider the 
set of maps Coo (U, V) where U and Vare open submanifolds 
of M and N. Then the corresponding sets of k jets are denoted 
by J k ( Up' Vq ) and so forth. The map 
i~:C 00 (M,N )---..J k (Mp ,N) is the canonical projection. Since 
i P /;J one may also use i; to denote the projection 
i; : J (Mp ,N )---.. J k (Mp ,N ) and write 

'k(' f) 'kf Jp Jp =Jp ' (A3) 

If M, Land N are C'" manifolds, then the composition 
map o:COO(L,N)X COO(M,L )-C "'(M,N) defined by 
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go f(p) = g(l(p)) induces a number of compositions be
tween germs and jets; namely, 

i p ( gof) = ill p) gOip f 

i;(gof) =ij,P) g%f 

= ill p)goi; f 

= i;(p,goi~f (A4) 

An algebraic structure on the manifold N will in general 
induce an algebraic structure on J (Mp ,N) and J k(Mp ,N); for 
example, these sets inherit algebra structures if N is IR. De
fine 'fIi~J,i~fl,i~J;EJk(Mp,H) and 'fIA I ,A2EH 

Ali;fl +A2i;J; =i~(AJI +A2i2)' 
i; fl i; f2 = i; (II f2)' (AS) 

where the functions A I fl + A2f2 andfl f2 are defined by 
pointwise scalar multiplication, addition, and multiplica
tion. The definitions of the algebra operations for J (Mp ,H) 
are similar. Also, if N is a vector space, then so are J (Mp ,N) 
and J k(Mp N), and if N is finite dimensional, then so is 
Jk(Mp,N). 

Any elementi; fEJ k (Mp ,Nq ) may be invariantly repre
sented with respect to any coordinate charts (U,x)p and 
(V,Y)q' Denote by x(P) the constant map on U which maps 
every point of U into x(P), and set xp = x - x( pl. Similarly, 
define the map Yq = Y - y(q). Then 

i~ f = i~( Yq- 10 Yq 0 fOxp- 10Xp) 

=i~y;IOi~(Foxp), (A6) 

whereF=yqOfoxp- I. NotethatF(O) = O. Since FOxp maybe 
expanded in powers of the functions x~ on U and since i; 
projects products of the functions x~ with more than k fac
tors onto the zero equivalence class, the k jet (A6) may be 
expanded in the form 

J; f = J~ Yq- I( F i , i;x~ 

IF ·k i ·k i,) + ... + k! i, ... i,JpXp' .. .Jpxp, (A7) 

where the coefficients Fi, .. i, are the partial derivatives of the 
function Fat O. The transformation law for these coefficients 
may readily be determined with the aid of the formulas 

i;xp = i;(xp O!p- loj.p) = i~Xp 0 J;_xP' _ 
·k -I 'k( -I -I).k -I ·k Y JoYq =Jo Yq oyqoYq =JoYq °Jo q' (A8) 

whereXp =xp,xp- I and Yq =Yqoyq- I. 

Both simplicity and flexibility are greatly enhanced by 
the following notational convention. Define 

d k ·k 
pX=JpxP' 

ak ·k - I pX =Joxp . 

Then 

d k ak 'k1 pXo pX =Jo n' 

ak dk .k1 pXo pX =Jp M' 

The expansion (A 7) may be written 

J'k f = aky(F d k Xi, 
P P II P 

(A9) 

(AlO) 

(All) 

For a change of variables (A8), the following formulas are 
useful. 
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dkxoakx =J'kX p pOp' 
d kXOakX =J'k X p pOp' (AI2) 

For mappings from or into lR ", the standard chart 
(lR n,In) is used. Thus for a curve y:lR-+M such that y(O) = p, 

·k ak ( d k1 I (d k )2 Jo Y = pX YI 0 + -Yz 0 1 
2! 

where 

+ ... + J..-ydd;I)k), 
k! 

. d"· I y" = d~(x~ or) 
t t ~ 0 

a = 1,2, ... ,k. 

(A13) 

(AI4) 

Note that the argument of a~x in (A 13) is an element oflRn; so 
that each Ya is an n-tuple. A similar remark applies to the 
argument of a~y in (All). 

Finally, note that a~x and d ~x denote k jets at a given 
point, and that a kX and d kX denote k jet fields. 

APPENDIX B: NOTATION FOR JET BUNDLES 

It is useful to have special notations for particular sets of 
jets and for particular jet bundle structures. A principal bun
dle structure will be denoted by 

9(M) = (P(M),1T p ,M,G), (BI) 

where P (M) is the total space, 1T p is the projection map, Mis 
the base space, and G is the structure group of the bundle. A 
bundle structure associated with a given principal bundle 
structure will be denoted by 

/f(M) = (E(M), 1TE ,M,F,::l'(M) , (B2) 

where E (M) is the total space and F is the typical fiber. 
Set 

L ~." = J k (lR:;',lR~), 
A ~.n = J k (lR:;' ,lRn) 

= lR" EIlL ~,n' 

(B3) 

Note that A ~,,, may be regarded as the nth power of the 
algebra A ~.I . Denote by G ~,,, the subset of L ~,,, consisting 
of jets of maximal rank. For the case m = n, set G ~ = G ~,,, . 
The elements of G ~ are jets of local diffeomorphisms and 
form a Lie group under jet composition. The group G ~ is 
customarily denoted by GL(n). 

Set 
Let M be an n-dimensional C oc manifold and let pEAl. 

L ~n(Mp) = Jk(lR:;"Mp), 
L ~ *(Mp) = Jk(Mp,lR;;'), 
A ~(Mp) = Jk(Mp,lRW). 

(B4) 

The submanifolds of L ~ (Mp ), the m k speeds, and L ~ *(Mp ), 
the m k cospeeds, which consist of jets of maximal rank are 
the m k frames, H: (Mp), and the m k coframes, H: *(Mp). 
Normally, m <n, and for m = n, one writes simplyH k(Mp) 
and H k*(Mp ) for the sets of n k frames and n k coframes, 
respectively. 

The sets obtained by taking the union of the above sets 
for all pEAl are denoted by L : (M), A ~ (M), H ~ (M ), and so 
forth. For an open subset U eM, the sets obtained by taking 
the union only for PEU, the portions over U, are denoted by 
L : (U), A ~ (U), H ~ (U), and so forth. For a given coordi-
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nate chart (U ,x)p for M, the locally trivializing maps may be 
used to give the sets L : (M), A ~ (M ), H ~ (M), and so forth 
their usual topological and differentiable structures; for ex
ample, for L 7(M), the map tPu:L 7 (U)-+L 7,,, is defined by 

.1. ('k) d k ·k 
'i'U JoY = pXOJoY, (BS) 

wherej~y is given by (AI3) and 

d k O'k ak 1 ( d kI I (d k k pX JoY = 0 "YI 0 + ... + -Yk oJ))· 
k! 

(B6) 

Then 1TL~ XtPu:L 7(u)-+U XL ~,,, is bijective and may be 
used together with all other such maps corresponding to the 
charts of an altas for M to pull back the topological and 
differentiable structures of the spaces U X L ~ " . 

The principal bundle structure for n k fra~es is denoted 
by 

(B7) 

with a similar notation for the principal bundle of n k co
frames ,;Y k*(M). There are many associated bundle struc
tures that could be written down; for example, 

,Y~(M) = (L ~(M),1TL~,'M,L ~,n"rk(M). (B8) 

There is a natural isomorphism between Y: (M) and 
the tangent bundle ,(T(M) and between .W'I (M ) and the prin
cipal bundle of linear frames Y (M). 

APPENDIX C: NOTATION FOR GROUPS 

Let a:lR"-+lR" be a diffeomorphism such that a (0) = O. 
The group G ~ is the set of k jetsj~a together with the group 
product defined by k-jet composition 

j~c = j~aoj~b. (CI) 

For the case k = 3, an element of G ~ may be written 

J'3 a = a3 I (aid 3 I j + ~i d 3 I j d 3 I k 
o 0 " J 0" 2! Jk 0 " 0 n 

lid 3Ij d 3 I k d 3 I ( ) + -Ojk( 0 nO" 0 n 
3! 

and the product (CI) is given explicitly by the formulas 

i ib r cj = ar j' 

t i b rb S + ib r cjk = a rs j k a r jk' 
Clk ! =a~stb}b~b~ +a~s(b}kb> 

(C2) 

+ b ~(b; + b ~jb~) + a~b }k(' (C3) 

The subgroup of G ~ which consists of elements of the 
form 

(C4) 

will be called the affine group (of order k ) and will be denoted 
by r ~. Let 1]'j be the flat metric tensor with signature 
s = p - q, where n = p + q. Then 0 ;,q is the subgroup of 
r ~ consisiting of those elements (C4) of r ~ for which 

1],ja~ai( = 1]k(' (CS) 

The orthogonal subgroup e'~ of r~ is the group ff;,q for 
p = nand q = O. The Lorentz subgroup is 0 ~,,, _ I . The Weyl 
subgroup W~.q of r~ consists of those elements (C4) of r~ 
which have the form 
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aj = elJb j, (C6) 

where bER and b j satisfies (CS). 
Let (s a)ER" + 1 and consider the invertible linear 

transformations 

Set 

i = 1,2, ... n. 

The transformations (C7) induce the projective 
transforma tions 

where 

(C7) 

(CS) 

(C9) 

A 7+ 1 

ai=-~' 
"+1 

. Aj 
a' =--.(ClO) 

J A"+I 
"+1 

The projective transformations which preserve the origin 
(Xi = 0) have the form 

-i aJx
j 

x = ----'---
1- akxk (CII) 

The subgroup P ~ of G ~ consists of the group of k jets of 
transformations of the form (CII). In particular, an element 
of P ~ has the form 

J 2J ( id 2Jj + I ( i i )d2Jjd2Jk) o "aj 0" - ajak + akaj 0 " 0 ". 2! 
(CI2) 

In a slightly more complicated but similar manner, the 
conformal group in R" may be obtained by projecting inver
tible linear transformations from a higher dimensional 
space. This group consists of transformations of the form 

(C13) 

where the aj are given by (C6). The subgroup C k of G k 
P.q " 

consists of k jets of transformations of the form (CU). In 
particular, an element of C 2 has the form 

P.q 

(CI4) 

The following isomorphisms obtain among the groups 
introduced above: 

2611 

G~=p!=r~~r~, 

O~.q ~O;.q, 

C;.q ~C;.q' k>2 

k>2. 

J. Math. Phys., Vol. 22, No.11, November 1981 

(CI5) 

In spite of these isomorphisms, it is useful to preserve the 
distinctions because they permit precise and ready reference 
to a G structure of a given order in the theory of prolonga
tions of G structures. 
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